GREAT PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

At Home
in a Museum
by Henry Percy

D

avid and Carmen Kreeger's house as "Mediterranean modern" or
art collection enjoys the singu- "contemporary Moorish," designalar honor of having had a house tions suggested by the open feeling of
custom-built for it. Feeling pinched for wide-spaced marble columns, and the
space as their collection continued to Spanish look of the vaulted, domed
expand, the Kreegers commissioned ceilings. The most striking characterisPhilip Johnson in the early Sixties to tic of the house is its mathematical
build them new quarters. Johnson was precision—all built around a basic unit,
in top form, designing for six Washing- or module, defined by columns spaced
ton acres of Kreeger land what 22 feet apart and marble beams that
amounts to, in scope and conception, a cross at a height of 11 feet. Every shape,
private museum, reminiscent of the every room, is some multiple or fracarchitect's public steel, glass, and mar- tion of this basic unit. The "great hall"
ble creations. Johnson originally that forms the spine of the house is two
balked at the idea of designing a private units in height (22feet) under the domes
dwelling, telling Kreeger, "There are and three units in length (66 feet); the
easier ways to go crazy." But Johnson, swimming pool outside measures 22 by
who is himself the owner of a renowned 66 feet, mirroring the hall. The inner
collection of contemporary art, soon portion of the sculpture garden imitates
became intrigued by the project of tai- the two-by-one modular form of the
loring a structure to house the paintings dining room. The consistent repetition
of fellow collectors.
of that basic pattern, Kreeger feels,
David Kreeger says he found it excit- "gives the house a certain serenity, a
ing working with Johnson, despite ten- certain balance."
The decor of the house is a chaste
sions that he describes as natural
between an architect and owners trying composition of three elements—
to impress their personality on a house. travertine marble for the columns and
When the disagreements were aesthetic, cross beams; anodized aluminum
Johnson always won out; when it came (which Johnson prefers to bronze
down to practical matters, however, the because aluminum doesn't weather) for
owners necessarily had their way. Car- trim; and more teak than in all of Newmen Kreeger, for instance, insisted on port Harbor for floors, closets, and
having adequate closet space—not in interior doors. The Kreegers, who love
the original plan. Nor was Johnson the outdoors, specified that every room
pleased at first with Carmen Kreeger's have at least one wall completely of
choice of furniture. He had envisioned glass. This was conceived, of course, in
contemporary steel and leather—in- the early Sixties when energy was
stead. Carmen filled the house with cheap; Kreeger describes the h ouse now
colorful period pieces. Her feminine in- as a "monster to heat."
stinct was right; the elegant 18th-cenJohnson had the idea of covering the
tury furniture provides a pleasant walls with carpeting. This has two
contrast to the unrelieved modernity advantages—it doesn't show nail holes
of the architecture.
and it minimizes the ghosting of absent
Johnson describes the style of the pictures. Thus when the Kreegers lend
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paintings out to exhibitions, as they
often do, they aren't left with the melancholy shadow of their beloved art on the
walls. And as all museums are becoming increasingly sensitive to the harmful
effects of light, so too the Kreegers.
They have coated the glass flanks of
their dwelling with UV-10, a film that
absorbs 90 percent of the destructive
ultraviolet light. The drawings, which
are even more susceptible to the ravages
of light—even artificial light can bleed
their color in a matter of years—are
kept secluded by the Kreegers in a darkened, windowless hallway leading to
their private quarters.
All in all, the Kreeger residence is the
ideal environment for their extensive
collection of approximately 150 paintings and 50 sculptures. Beginning in the
mid-19th century, it extends to up-tothe-minute contemporary paintings,
with works by Corot, Courbet, Monet,
Sisley, Cezanne, Pissarro, van Gogh,
Gauguin, Renoir, Bonnard, Degas,
Rodin, Miro, Mondrian, Picasso,
Braque, Brancusi, Moore, Lipchitz,
Dubuffet, Calder, Arp, Noguchi, Hofmann, Diebenkorn, Stella, Noland,
Still—this is only a partial listing; a full
one would read like a catalogue of every
maj or artist of the last 150 years. (Complementing their modern sculpture are
33 pieces of African art bought from
the late Helena Rubinstein's estate.)
Intriguingly, some of the artists are
represented by lesser known, early
works painted while the artists were
searching for their mature style. David
Kreeger points out that in an early
Mondrian, "Dying Sunflower," the
beautiful veils of color anticipate Helen
Frankenthaler and Morris Louis.
"Cafe de la Rotonde," painted by
SR April 1981
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Above: the Kreegers' home. Right (left to
right): Gauguin's "Aline et Pola"; Redon's
"L'enfant blond"; Sisley's "I jsiere de
bois"; Renoir's "Venise-brouillard." Below:
the dining room graced with Monets.
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The sculpture garden (left
toright):Αφ'β "Torse
gerbe"; Somaini's "OrdaUa"; Arp's "Hurlou";
Noguchi's "Soliloquy";
Moore's "Three-Piece Re
clining Figure No. 2: Bridge
Prop"; Lipchitz's "Hagar
in the Desert."
Picasso at the age of 20, sports the
artist's bold signature in the middle of a
field of red on one side of the canvas.
Kreeger points out the compositional
imbalance of the painting, rescued in
the final moment by this deft stroke—a
sign, he thinks, of Picasso's genius. The
Kreegers have searched catalogues and
museums but have found only one
other Picasso—"Crying Woman"—
not signed in either bottom or top righthand corner.
The Kreeger manse was once visited
by Marc Chagall. He proposed paint
ing a mural for the great hall, a triptych
to be entitled "L'Amour, de I'Art, et de
la Musique." "I made the cardinal
error," relates David Kreeger, "of ask
ing for a sketch." Chagall, who always
refers to himself in the third person,
replied huffily, ""Chagall ne fait jamais
d'esquisses." Says Kreeger, "1 figured
this thing was going to be in sixfigures.I
didn 't want to be disappointed, so I said
no dice. In retrospect, ofcourse,itwasa
mistake." David and Carmen Kreeger
each possess veto power over acquisi
tions; though in every instance, they say
now, the one who vetoed regrets the
decision. A friend once suggested a way
around the problem: three different col
SR April 1981

lections, his, hers, and theirs.
Chagall's murals weren't the only
items selling for six figures when the
Kreegers began collecting. Each of the
12 Monets that grace the dining room
sold in that price range. How did they
manage it? The Kreegers always loved
art, but when theyfirstgot married they
couldn't afford the originals; so they
bought high-quality reproductions and
covered every square inch of their mod
est Washington apartment with them.
David Kreeger, now in his early seven
ties, was then working for the Justice
Department. He soon left government
to set up his own office, and from there
got in on the ground floor of a new
insurance and finance company named
GEICO (Government Employees In
surance Company). The company took
off in the expanding economy of the
Fifties and Sixties and so did the
Kreeger collection. A year or so after
Kreeger retired as president, however,
the company began failing and man
agement asked him back to help restore
its financial health. Those troubles
caused a hiatus in their collecting, but
David Kreeger says that even now, with
the company prospering once again,
they aren't buying much. He notes the

"astronomical prices" being paid for
paintings these days and the steadily
depleted supply of good art as paintings
get bequeathed to museums and
bought up by rival collectors. Nor do
the Kreegers themselves plan to send
their collection back into the market
place. "The paintings are like children
to us," says David Kreeger.
The Kreegers are also accomplished
amateur musicians. (David Kreeger
worked his way through college and
law school playing piano in a jazz
band. For classical music, Kreeger
plays violin. Carmen piano.) The
Kreegers often hold musicales in the
"great hall," which together with John
son they designed and furnished with
and ear to acoustics. These acoustics
are so alive you can hear someone
whispering across the room, 66 feet
away, yet despite the concentration
of marble and glass they produce
no harsh echoes. Opposite the Steinway grand hangs a lively Braque, "Inte
rior With a Black Vase." David Kreeger
says that he especially likes to look at
the painting these days when he sits at
the piano to play jazz.
•
Henry Percy is a freelance writer specializing in
the arts.
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A Houston
Wxld Premiere
THE EVENT

by Irving Kolodin
THE CITY

by Horace Sutton

THE EVENT

O

n a day when communities around
the country were presenting returning hostages with keys to their cities, friends and neighbors of a hostage
from Houston, Texas, presented their
returnee with a yellow Cadillac. Later
that evening, Houston's opera lovers
attended a performance in Jones Hall
of Georges Bizet's Carmen, in the original Opera Comique version with a new
English translation by Sheldon Harnick (librettist of Fiorello and Fiddler
on the Roof).
If the two events seem unrelated,
consider one further fact. Both acts
were made possible by the generosity of
individuals rather than of local governments. The neighbors of William Boyer,
Jr. (who refused to have their names
published) raised the money for his
Cadillac on their own. The Carmen, in
the highly appropriate production
funded, for use in several cities, by the
Gramma Fisher Foundation, was given
in excellent style by the Houston Grand
Opera, which would probably disband
if it weren't for private philanthropy:
The Texas Commission for the Arts'
output per capita—53(t per person, annually—ranks, among 50 states and 5
U.S. territories, 55th or last.
Individual enterprise is the wellspring and balance wheel of the
Houston Grand Opera, whose 25th
anniversary will be celebrated, April 24
through May 1, by the world premiere
of Willie Stark, the 11th opera by
Carlisle Floyd, still best remembered
for his first, Susannah. As subject,
again writing the libretto as well as the
SR April 1981

music, Floyd has reached for Robert observe, in workshop surroundings,
Penn Warren's All the King's Men. scenes, an act, eventually the whole
Following the six performances in opera (last May) as it progressed. PresHouston there will be 16 through the ent were friends and colleagues, even
month of May at Washington's Ken- members of the press, who expressed
judgments on what they heard and saw,
nedy Center.
But, as has not always been his cus- as if Floyd were living, not in a Texas
tom, Floyd was able, during his work metropolis, but in the Munich of
on Willie Stark (gomghack to 1976), to Richard Wagner's mad King Ludwig.
Floyd has been able to find such a
community because he is M.D. Anderson Professor at the School of Music in
the University of Houston. That brings
him in direct contact with the University's Opera Studio, where young
performers get funded vocal education
while pursuing practical experience
with the Houston Grand Opera.

Above: Carlisle Floyd, whose new opera
debuts this month in Houston. Opposite:
Houston's Tranquillity Park, with the
Pennzoil Building in the background.

Out of this community has come a
work that profited, in its preproduction
phases, from the opportunity to evaluate pros and cons of treatment, to add,
to deduct, to reconsider. As an instance,
Floyd had a concept of utilizing film
clips, in newsreel style, to create an
atmosphere of time (1935) and place (a
state capital in the Deep South—the
character of Willie Stark was suggested
by the career of Louisiana Senator
Huey Long). That is now replaced by
the voice of a radio announcer, heard
eight times during the three acts.
Among those who cheered the change
was director Harold Prince, who is
staging the world premiere. Though
Prince didn't take a life-or-death
exception to the newsreel idea, he was
delighted when it was abandoned.
A perusal of Willie Stark's score
uncovers two elements that prompt a
belief it is Floyd's best, most mature
work. One is a crafty combination of
sung and spoken elements; the other is a
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